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ABSTRACT

bother
method which is ● n extension
of Gibbsian
continuous
called
generally
thermodynamic,
used
●xtensively
to
haa
been
thermodynamic,
calculation
for complex
perform phase ●quilibrium
the mole fractiona
of
Instead
of using
mixtures.
paeudocomponenta
( S-J
. .,
of
or
components
a continuous
distribution
function
Yarboroughl),
used for
describing
the
composition
of
such
ia
complex mixtures.

reservoir
of
compositional
Dav910pment
simulators
ia
presently
hampered
due
to
the
of the ●
xisting
computational
algorithm
complexity
of
reservoir
fluid
phaae
behavior
calculation.
?hrou~h
of
the
application
theory
of
the
polydiaperae
fluid
mixtures
we have been
●ble to
●
develop
number of algorithms
for
phase behsvior
calculation.
In the present
report
we introduce
one
In
of
such
●lgorithms.
this
●lgorithm
considered
to
conaint
of
a
reservoir
fluid
ia
continuous
mixture
with
a defined
molecular
weight/composition
distribution
.
function.
Computational
computer
time required
for the
new
algorithm
ia
●hewn to
be one order of magnitude
●xist’ing
algorithms.
Aa ● n
smaller
than
the
example,
the new algorithm
is
used to
perform
retrograde
condensation
Calculation
for
two
different
reservoir
gas-condernaate
fluids.
Compariaona
of
data
with
experimental
the
calculated
results
i~dicate
good agreement
between
the two.

efforta
in the direction
of
A number of ●arlier
known.
To introduce
● re
continuoa
thermodynamie8
complex
functions
to
distribution
continuous
● ome
fluids,
reservoir
●s
such
mixtures
of theories
investigator
have
presented
a number
within
the
framework
of
can
be ●pplied
which
and st tistical
mechanica
thermodynamics
Blum and Ste114$e’g”’
Vrij ! ;
Gal-Or
e al.2;
Studies
baeed on the concept
of
Dickinson ! ).
thermodynamics
have
been presented
by
continuous
for
petroleum
of
investigator
another
group
separation
(e.g.,
and polym r
distillations
Bowmart6; Scott’;
H ffman ; Komingcveldg;
All
Taylor and Edmisterl 83; Flory ●nd Abell).
been
above
have
tha
contributions
mentioned
(Raoult’s
law).
models
restricted
to
specific
can not
be applied
to the
general
These studies
whose
thermodynamic
continuous
of
problem
fundementala
do not neceraarily
rely on the ideal
potential.
solution
models of the chemical

INTRODUCTION ‘
In conventional
multiphase
equilibrium

Gibbaian
thermodynamic
for
calculation,
it ia asaumed
that
each
component
of
the
mixture
can
be
identified
and its concentration
can be determined
by ordinary
chemical
analysia.
is
This ●aaumption
feasible
if
the
system
containa
only
a few
components.
The apeciea
concentrations
for
highly
complex mixtures
cannot be determined
by ordinary
chemical
analysis,
Examples of
such mixtures
● re
petroleum
reservoir
fluids,
vegetable
oils,
polymer
aolutiona
or
the
like.
In these
casea,
the
assumption
of known mole fractiona
ia invalid,
and
phase
predictions
using
conventional
Gibbaian
thermodynamics
is not feaaible.
. ...________
——
-—_.
l:efor~,nces
and illustrations
at end of paper.
??rrcsnondence
hc ,nddressed

to

cnncerni~g
this
C.A.
Mansoori

article

In recent
direction

of

yeara,
phaee

●

number

●quilibrium

●dvances
calculation
of

in
of

the
non-

van
&;;ier!0~;ti;;V~2-mixtures have used the‘ave contlnuoua
been
‘ade:’
the
of
state
to
solve
●quation
Waals
der
of a polydiaperae
impurity
diaaolved
fractionation
of
the
and
to
predict
the shift
in
a solvent
the
Redlich-Kwortg
Based
on
critical
point.
Briano13
had similar
results
●quation of state,
for
flash
calculation
of
continuous
mixtureat
of
Kehlen et al.14
have reviewed
the con?ept

should
2
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continuous thermodynamic• in generating general
relation• for
auch
ther■odynam{c property
properties aa chemical potential, entropy, enthalpy
and Gibb• free energy ef continuous mixtures,
Cotterman and Prauanitz 1� have developed two
techniques for performing phase equilibrium
calculations of both continuous and aemicontinuoua
mixture• utilizing the technique proposed by
Gualtieri et ai, 1 2 and with the uae of the Soave
equation of state. In our previous reports (Du and
Manaoori 16, 17) we have presented three different
computational algorithm■ by whi�h the phase
equilibrium calculation■ of continuous mixtures,
consisting of 1peciea with a wide molecular weight
The
di ibution can be performed effectively,
al orithm1 are proved to be applicable to varieties
of complex mixtures, equation■ of state, and mixing
rues.
thia report, a general technique which ·l•
baaed on one of our three alaorithma, namely "The
Minimization of The Total Gibb• Free Eneray
Alaorithm", will be introduced, Flaah calculation■
of a complex mixture containing both diacrete
components and a c�ntinuoua fraction will be
performed by uaina thi1 proposed technique.
The
reason for the choice of thi1 algorithm in the
present r·lculationa ia because it produce■
analytical equations for continuous reservoir fluid
mixture• which will reduce the computatior.11 time
even more than the other existing alaorithma,
THEORY OF PHASE EQUILIBRIUM OF CONTINUOUS MIXTURES

For a mixture with many component• being
continuoqa in character, the compoaitiona can be
described by a density distribution function,
F(I,Io,�)
whose independent variable I i1 aome
measurable property auch aa molecular weight,
boiling point or density with a mean value of Io
and a variance of �.
The normalizing condition of
the density distribution function is defined by
Ji F(I)dI •l

The distribution function■ are not additive, a1 a
FL(I) and Fv (I) wi11 not
result, Ff (I),
po11e1s the same functional forms in a apecific
There exists another
flash calculation scheme,
class of complex mixture■ which are, in part,
continuous and contain sufficiently large amount■
of components which should be considered a,
In such ca1e1, eqn,(1) will
discrete components,
be valid for the continuous fractior. of the
mixture, while for the whole mixture the following
normalizing condition will hold:
(1)

(2)

where xi and x• are the ��le fraction of
di1cret• component '',J. and the continuou■ fraction,
respectively and d i■-•.the total number of di■crett
component■ in the mixture.
Regarding the material

balance of component I 'in continuous fraction, we
get

If we were aoina to follow the conventional
Gibbaian thermodynamic■,
the condition■ of
identical temperature■, pre1aure1 and chemical
potential■ of component■ in each phase would form
the fundamental baa i1 for mult i,�omponent phase
equilibrium calculations,
Thu■ for th� vapor
liquid equilibrium calculation■ for a mixture
con1i1ting of both discrete component• and a
continuou■ fraction, it, would mean that the
following condition■ should be aatiafied:
T • TL • TV.

p - pL • pV

µ,l L • P.iV
µL(I) • µV(I)

(4)

i (1,d)

(5)
(6)

However, con1iderina the fact that the continuou■
fraction contain• a larae number of components,
eqn,(7)
will have to represent a multitude of
equation,.
Therefore, aimultaneoua aolution of
eqn'a,(4)-(7) for continuous aixtures in vapor
liquid equilibrium would be very difficult or
technically i■possible. Because of this difficulty
we are propo1in1 the phase equilibrium technique
presented below,
I (1,•)

(7)

In orde,· to extend continuous ther■odynaaic1 to
engineering applications we introduce a aeneral
technique which ia baaed on one of oyr previous
propoaed algorithm• (Du and Mansoori 17 ) namely
"The Minimization of The Total Gibb• Free Energy
Algorithm".
Uain& thia
technique,
flaah
calculations of complex mixtures containing
diacrete component& and a continuous fraction,
which ha■ a wide molecular weight distribution, are

For a 1y1tem in equilibrium (con1tanl. T and P),
for any differential · "virtual displacement"
occuring in tht system, a g�neral criterion of
equilibrium should be imposed on the system 1uch
that the total Gibb■ free energy i1 minimal,

performed hero.

(c5G)T,p•O

To restrict our con1id1ration only to th• vapor
liquid equilibrium, we write the total Gibb■ free
energy of the system as:
(8)

(9)

For a mixture conaiating of discrete components
and a one-family continuous fraction, we derive an
expre11ion of the Gibbs free energy for the liquid
phaae;
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a
(10)
where GL' i1 the Gibbs free energy of the
reference state,
A similar expre11ion will hold
for the vapor phase. The Gibbs free energies of
the liquid and vapor pha1e1 above provide the key
relations for representing the total Gibbs free
energy of the 1y1tem a1 a function of temperature,
volumes mole fraction• of component,, the mean
value1.'and the variance• of distribution function,
Since, the 1y1tem
in the liquid and vapor phases.
i1 in equilibrium, according to eqn,(8) , all of the
first derivative, of the total Gibbs free energy,
G, with respect to the 1y1tem variables must be
equal to zero, i.e.

-o

(11)

(&G/&�y) T,P,xi,Yi•�L'IoL,Ioy

-o

(12)

(&G/iioL)T,P,xi,Yi,�L•�y,loy

-o

(13)

-o

(14)

(&G/&�L) T,P,x ,Y •�y,IoL,Ioy
i i

(&G/&l oy) r,P,x ,Y •�L'�V'IoL
i i
To perfora flash calculation•
of discrete component, and a
eqn's.(5) and (6) , coupled
will form a 1et of nonlinear
be solved 1imultaneou1ly.

for a 1yste■ composed
continuous fraction,
with eqn'a.(11)-(14) ,
equation, which must

To illustrate the application of the proposed
technique, in what follows we will use the Pen1Robin1on equation of state and perform flaah
calculation, for ga1-conden1ate reservoir fluids,
The Peng-Robinson equation of atate i1
RT
a(T)
p . ____
v(v+b) +b(v-b)
v-b
where

a(T) •a(Tc ) [l+K(l-Tr½)] 2
a(Tc)

•0,45724R2T 2

b •0,0778RTc/Pc
K

c /Pc

•Q,37464+1,54226w-Q, 26992 w2,

(15)

(16)
(17)
(18)
(19)

For mixtures con1i1ting of m component,, it has
been very common to repreaent parameters s and b
with the following expre11ions which are known a1
the mixing rul�•

-!i !j X l• XJ•a•lJ•

(20)

b•!i x•b·
1 1

(21)

where
a•lJ••O-k·lJ•) (a•11•a·•)½
JJ

when

(i•j)

and k1j i1 the binary interaction parameter.

(22)

In order to extend the Peng-Robinson equation of
state to a mixture containing d discrete component,
and a continuoua fraction with a wide molecular
weight distribution, we need to rewrite the mixing
rule• in the followin& form,:

a•t � xixjaij+2 t xixcf1F(I) a(i,I)dl
l J

1

+xc2 / / F(I)F(J) a(I,J) dJdl
1 J
b•t xibi +xc /1F(I)b(I) dl
l

(23)
(24)

where

a(i,I)•ails e's(1)(l-ki1>

a(I,J) •als(I) als(J) (1-ku)

(25)
(26)

and where xi and Xe are the mole fractions of
component i and the whole continuous fraction,
reapectively. Parameters als(I) and b(I) can b11
accurately represented by third-order polynomials
with respect to molecular wei&ht I for a homologoua
1erie1 of
paraffinic hydrocarbon, a1 given
below,16
(:?7)

where
a1•0,4771+0,0157tls:

a2 •0,1055+0,0017Jls:

a3•-0.4066xl0-4+o.2960xl0-5Jls:
a4•0,2700xl0-6-o,1318xl0-8Jls

and

b(1>-a1+a21+�312+a413

where
a1•�,0071,
a2•g.0013,
a3•-0,137lxl0-, a4•0,9S86x10- ,

(28)
and

We may . further introduce the exponential-decay
distribution function
F(I)•(l/�) exp[-(I-I o) /�]

(29)

which ia a proper distribution function for
de1cribing the composition of garconden1at1

· ·- · ----------------------""'2'"'a""3......----- -�---------------
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fluidi, 16, 17 In applyin1 the proposed technique
to the pha11 equilibriu■ calculations of a 1a1
condensate 1y1te■, we need to derive an 1xpr111ion
for the total Gibb• fr•• 1n1r1y of the 1y1t1■,
Knowin1 that ■ethane con1titut1 a lar11 fraction of
it i1 appropriate to
every 1a1 cond1n1ate 1y1t1■,
treat the 1y1t1■ a1 a mixture of ■ethane and a
continuous fraction of the reat of hydrocarbons.
A1 a r11ult, by 1ub1titutin1 eqn.(15) into eqn.(9)
and.con1iderin1 eqn,(29) aa the continuous fraction
distribution function, the total Gibbs free eneray
of a 1y1te■ containin1 a single di1crete co■ponent
and a continuous fraction will be of the followin1
for■:

13•2013+6a4x102
14•6 .0C114
and

bL•x1b1 + Xc[a1+P2 <Io•'IL)+a 3(

Io +2Io'IL+211L2 )+a4(Io3 +3Io2 '1L
+ 6I

where

To parfor■ flash calculations , wa need to
1ub1titut1 aqn,( 30) into eqn'a.(11)-(14), Since
for 1as-conden1ate1 I0 f•I0L•I0y, eqn's,(13)
and (14) will vanish, we only need to 1olve
eqn'a.(5) and (6), coupled with eqn'a.(11) and
(12), si■ultaneou1ly. The analytic expra1sion1 of
the re1ultin1 equation, are aiven a, the followin11
a,
JlT

The
and. &y will have a ai■ilar 1xpr111ion,
analytical expre11ions for para■etera aL and bL

of the Ptn�-Robinson equation of state are aa the
folowina:
where
1 1L

----

(3 2)

2+2I

1 cL• [a 1+a2(Io+ 11L)+a3(Io

av

( 34)

vy(vy+by)+by(vy-by)

aLv;,;.bt
__!i._
RTb1
JlTln [
] +
+
bL(vL2+2vLbL-bL2)
vL-bL
vL-bL

3
• exp(-70,0/11L)(q1+q2 11L+q 311L2 + q411L

+q5'IL.:.; ]

( 33)

In the above equation, b1 i1 the (b) para■eter
of the Pen1-Robin1on equation of 1tate for ■ethane
and all• a22 , and a33 are the (a) parameter
of the Pen1-Robin1on equation of 1tat1 for ■ethane,
Si■ilar
respectively,
ethane, and propane ,
relations will hold for para■etara ay and by,

( 30)

aL ••12a11••c2acL 2+2 •1•c<a11>�<acL� -a11>

2
3
o'IL +6 11L )]

+

2

o'IL +211L

(x1a 11••s<a11)�(a sL�-a1L) +
1.414bL

aLbt

2
2 .828bL

]

v -0, 414b
L] - RTln[ vL
ln[ L
x1RT
vL +2,414b L
_!!....
RTb 1
lyVybt
• RTln[
] +
+
2
v
vy- by
by(vy +2vyby-by2)
y-by
• ayb
a
<e 11 � <asv�•1v>
>
+ CY1 11•Ys
+ 2 1 2
1,414by
,828by
vy -0,414by
y
ln[
] _ RTln [ V
RT
vy +2 , 414 by
Y1

+a 4(Io 3+3Io2 11L+6Io'IL2 +611L3)] 2-o,02 f.

<•22)�[exp( -70,0/11L)- exp(-84,0/11L)] +(133)�

[exp(-84 .0/11L)-1xp(-98.0/11L)]} <•1••211L
+•3'IL2 +•4'IL 3)

q1•-0,0579a1-5, 344a2-5� 344xl02a3
-5.34 5x104a4

q2•0, 441 xlo-4a1-0, 0 49 1ar 10. 257a 3- l_. 662xl02a4

aL z vL-0, 414bL
xs( IL-ay)
ln[
]
+(2!_, _
Y1+2.414bL
2 ,828bL
yL-bL
Yc'lv- xc'IL
v a
vLRT
L L
+
2
�
v
b
b
2
( L-bL )2
bL(vL + LvL- L )
_ RTxs
2 a v (v -b )
�
L L L L
+
)
2}(
v
v
b
)
b
(
P,T,
v
b
y
(
[ L L+ L + L L- L)]
3!1L
!l
'IL

q3 •0.8822 xl0-4a2+2,5308a3-l4, 398u4
q4 •2, 6466xlo- 4a3-0, 393a4
q5 •1,0586 xl0- 3a4

•1•a1 +a2xl02+a3xl04+a 4xl06
•2 •a2+2a3xto 2+3a4xl04

284

( 35)
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k,,i • -0.057.· • �.4411xlo-4 1

(36)

In what follow■ fla1h calculations for two
different ga■-conden■ata 1y■tem1 are rep�rted and
the available
the ra1ult1 are compared with
experimental data.

and

v -0,414by ]
Yc(gL-gy) +{-R_T__ __,yL..•--zln[ y
y+2,414by
v
2,828b
vy-by
y
Yc'lv-xc'IL
v yRT
v yay
+
2
2
)z
'(vy-by
)
+2byvy-by
(vy
by
_ RTyc
2ayvy(vy-by) } �
(
)
+ [
]
z
�'ly P, T,'IL
'ly
vy(vy+by)+by(vy-by)

(i)
Co■pari■on of calculated and experimental
re1ult1 for Hoffmann et al, gas-condensate system:
Hoffmann at a1 18 have reported a ga1-c�nden1ate
data ■at in which the crude oil composition,
equilibrium condensate phase equilibrium data and
liquid-vapor volume ratio, at different pre11ure1
are given.
Aa mentioned above, this system i1
treated a■ a mixture of ■ethane (with a ■ole
fraction of 0,9135) and a continuous fraction of
other hydrocarbons. The continuous fraction ii
exponential-decay distribution
described by an
function (with a variance of '1•22.3). In Fig,(1)
the coapo�ant aole fraction equilibrium
and (2)
ratio (K-value) and liquid-vapor voluaa ratio a•
calculated by the present algorithm are compared
at 201'F,
(dota)
data
experi■antal
with
ra■pectivaly. Also reported in these fi1ura1 are
the raaulta (1quare1) 8f calculations baaed on a
paeudoco•ponant ■athod2 .
According to th•••
fiaur••• flash calculation• baaed on the present
technique produce re1ult1 which are in aood
Al10, the
aare•••nt with th• axperaental data.
re1ult1 calculatec by our proposed technique show
that they �re as accurate•• those obtained uaing a
paeudoeo■ponant t,chniqua.

vy-0,414by]
1
ln[
+{
2,828by vy+2,414by

vy
_. _..,} c!!v)
• O
__,,_.._
2
2
�"v P, T,'IL
vy + 2byvy-by

(37)

In what follow■ th• proposed alaorithm i■ used for
calculation of properties of two different aa■conden■at• ■y■t•••·
COMPARISON OF CALCULATED AND EXPEJlIMENTAL RESULT

In our calculation,, we u■e the Pang-Robinson
equation of atata to partora flaah calfKlfiiona for
Each
two different 1•1-conden■ata ■yat•••• •
of the two ga1-condan1at, 1y1ta■1 ia treated· a, a
fluid with a dia�r•t• co■ponant of ••thane and a
The
continuoua fraction of •:>thar hydrocarbon,,
continuous fraction ia daacribed by an exponential
decay distribution func�ion ,tarting fro■ the
aohcular weight of ethaita, In performing phaH
equilibrium calculation• baaed on an equation of
state wa will need to define the unlike pair
interaction param�t•r• appearing in aqn,(22), For
calculation of the binary interaction parameter
kij of g�■-condanaata 1y1te■1, the following
procedure 11 uaad:
(i) It ia aa■u■ed that ki ••O for all binary pair■
except for ■athana-C1+, eihane-C1+, and propana-C1+
interactions,
(ii) It i■ a11u■ed that kij•0,01 for ethana-C1+
and propane-C1+ ainary pairs as propoaad by Katz
and Firoozabadi,2
(iii) Katz and Firoozabadi have alto proposed the
following axpre11ion rel1ting kij of mathana-C1+
to the apecific grav :ty of the C1� hydrocarbon,:
k,,i •0,129(SG)i-0,055855 ,

Coapari1on of calculated and e•peri■antal
(g)
r••yit• for�, et al, aa1-conden1ate ayete■: Na et
al, have nportad another Ht of data for a
Thia 1y1tea is
ga1-conden1at1 raaervoir 1y1tea.
also treatad lll a mixture of ••thane (with a ■ole
fraction of 0,74133) and a continuous fraction of
other hydrocar,,ona dHcribed by an exponential
decay distribution function (having a vadance of
111. o·Jr calculation, We UH a t'C'eataent
'1"' 48.9),
which is 1imilllr to the previous calculation to
In
predict the pha11 behavior of the 1y1tam,
Fig'a.(3), (4) a11d (5) the component mole fraction
equilibrium rati, (K-v alua), liquid volume p1rcant
(with respect to total volume of the 1y1tem), and
the P-T dia1ram a1 calculated by th• pr,aent
technique are CO!Dpand w! th the experimental data
(dota) of Ng Gt al • 1 � A• shown in Fig'a.(3)-(5),
the flash calculations performed by using the
proposed continuous mixture technique are in aood
Agreement with th� ,xp&rimantal data.

(38)

18
From the data reported by Hoffmann at a1. , the
gravity
1pacific
the
following expra11ion relating
to molecular weight of paeudocomponent hydrocarbons
can b• deduced,
(sG)i • o.3419xlo-3I-O.Ol585

(40)

CONCLUSIONS
The propoHd tech11ique providu a ,aneral and
flash
for parforming
proce�1r,
convenient
flui1 mixture
calculations fur a reservoir
both di1crete and continuous'
consisting ot
the conventional
Compared to
component,.
paeudocomponent method,. the proposed technique can
reduce the r•quired comfutar time and overcome the
complexity for solving a multituae of aimultaneoua

(39)

By joining the above two equations the following
expression relating the pair-interaction parameter
of methane-Ci+ to mol1cular weight of hydrocarbon•
will be deriv.d.

L--�-----285
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equation•. Alao, this technique ia capable of
predictin& propartiaa of &••-condanaate •Y•t•••
accurately. Th• pre1ent technique ia applicable to
varietie• of coaplax reaarvoir fluid ■ixtur•••
equation, of atate, aixin& rule■, and co■binin&
rule■, Baaed on th• pre1ant technique, a veraatile
computer proara■ ha• been developed by the author,
which can be u■ed to predict pha•• behavior of
varietiea of reaervoir. fluid• containin& di■crete
and continuou1 coaponant1.
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